From lakes to mountains

www.haut-jura-grandvaux.com
0033 384 60 15 25

Restaurants
Fondue, chicken with "vin Jaune", morels... our restaurants will please your senses and make you
appreciate the subtilties of Jura cuisine and its specialties.

RESTAURANT L'EOLIENNE
 LE FRASNOIS
Games outside for children. Botanic space on place.
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RESTAURANT - LE TOUR DU LAC
 GRANDE RIVIÈRE CHÂTEAU
Restaurant "Le tour du Lac" in Grande-Rivière next to the lake. Local and home-made meals : frogs,
trouts, crayfish...
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RESTAURANT - AUBERGE DU HÉRISSON
 CHAUX DU DOMBIEF
Restaurant for 70 guests, serving local and traditional food, very close to the « Hérisson » waterfalls
and the 4 lakes. Trout, salmon, beef, fondue, morels, fish…
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CREPERIE L'OURSON
 MORBIER
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PIZZERIA DU COIN D'AMONT
 SAINT LAURENT EN GRANDVAUX
Pizzas cooked in a wood-fire oven for eat in or takeaway. Traditional dishes and regional specialities.
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FERME AUBERGE HERIA
 DOUCIER
At the foot of the Cascades du Hérisson, come and enjoy our farm products, buffalo meat, auroch
meat or free-range Higland cattle on our typical farm auberge. You can also visit our buffalo breeding
farm and animal park.
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RESTAURANT - HIMALAYA
 SAINT LAURENT EN GRANDVAUX
Indian and pakistani food. Eat in or take away or delivery at home.









RESTAURANT - AUX TRUITES BLEUES
 FORT DU PLASNE
Regional and local food, troutes, local wine. Closed on sunday evening and monday during low
seasons.
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RESTAURANT - LOU GRANVA
 GRANDE RIVIÈRE CHÂTEAU
Situated just by the lake, the restaurant serves regional and local food. Our main dining room can host
up to 200 guests for weddings, seminars, family meetings, groups diners.
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RESTAURANT - L'ABBAYE
 GRANDE RIVIÈRE CHÂTEAU
The panoramic restaurant will serve you good traditional home cooked food using locally sourced
product together with good local wines (Arbois,and the legendary yellow wine).
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